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TECHNICAL LQiORANDU1i NO. 617 

INVESTIGATION OF CIRTAIN WING S2LPES WITH SECTIONS 

VARYING PROGRESSIVELY ALONG THE SPAN* 

By L. Arsandaux 

Many engineers consider that the aerod.y-
namic viewpoint is of little practical impor-
tance in the conception of a new airplane and 
that their attention should be given, almost 
exc1usie1y to constructional considerations. 
Man intentionally neglect the reading of 
aerodynamic treatises, considering the tine 
thus :emplo'yed as :prac:tically:wasted.. We con 
sider it worth while, however, to call their 
attetion:to' :the preent.ar.tiQle. "It will 
show them the possible effect of -bhe form de-
sign ot only.on the ..pformanpe of an air.-
plane, but also on the stresses undergone in 
flight ,Qerain recn: ceideits,; . cue to wing. 
failure in flight, sugest the importance of 
such cnsiderations. No:systena.ti q .nalysis 
of the forces acting on the wings has previ-
ously been undertacen. , he method of design-
ing set forth here would, if the author is 
right, produce. bothJig1vbr and sroger wings. 

The Editor. 

This investigation has a double object: 

1) The calculation of the general characteristics 

(C in 'particular) of certain wings with progressively varying 

sections; ...... 

2) .,The.determinationof'däta furnishing, in certain par-

ticu1är .cases, some :ir:formati.on .oxi the actual distribution of 

* U Etude,calculet cieternination de cert.ines formes dTailes a 
profil 'óvôltitif le 'long' de'])env'ergure." From L'Aronautique, 
1928: March, p. .99; Apri1 p.121; Lay, p.167.
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the external forces acting on a wing. 

We shall try to show certain advantages belonging to the 

few wing types of variable section which. we shall study and 

that, even if the general aerodynamic coefficients of these 

wings' are not often clearly superior to those of certain wings 

of uniform section, the wings of variable section nevertheless 

have certain advantages over those of uniform section in the 

distribution of the attainable stresses. 

The assumptions not being in strict accord with the, reality, 

the numerical results necessarily have a slight margilT of un-

certainty. They enable, however, the comparison, from the view-

point of economy of construction, of various practically realiz .

-able wings of progressively variable section. 

Unfortunately, we wer not able to make all the tests nec-

essary for the complete justification of the proposed method. 

We shall therefore confine ourselves to the presentation of the 

results of two wind-tunnel tests of models to justify our calcu-

lations. 

I. Pressure Distribution on the More Oornrnon Wing Ty-pes 

The designing of every new airplane type necessitates, in 

the. first place, a knowledge of the aerodynamic polar of the 

desired wing. , This is generally the only aerodynamic informa-

tion accessible to the designer.. This polar determines, for 

each position of the *ing with respect to the directin of mo-

tion, the magnitude and direction, with respect to a reference
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]ine connected with the wing, of the result of the.Jocal aero-

dynamic pressures on eaoh point of its surface. It.does not, 

however, furnish any ndicationas to the distribution and mag-

nitude of the elementary pressures on the suface.of.the wing... 

Unfortunately it . is not possible to determine the. distribution. 

of the locaipressures by. w.ind-tunnel.teats without go.ing..to 

great expense. For..:th . lack.f,a bet.te.way., it is.genoraliy 

assumed, in thepalclaio.ns, that, te; ..pesui'e..ditri.bution is 

uniform througho	 the. span and	 '.1t.rfO1.]Ow.S	 Ufl.f.oI'fl1 law 

along, the. chord regardless of the. .loca:ti.on of .th.e. section. in-

vestigated .wth e.speot . t.o..the soan. . .Tiis . ;.is the 4rniiicit as-

sumption in most.o.f. the regulations for strength tests. We 

shall show that, in a iu.er qf. oases., t1is.i far from. correct. 

1. Rectanla±njof ünifosebtioñ.- The ILA.O.A. 

Technical RepOrt No. 150, embodying the esults of a systemat1 

investigation, furnishes valuable info±iñátionOn this subject. 

The followingëiierai concIusionE may be derived frorii it. 

The pressure ditributiOn along the span is far from being 

uniform, exct at èry'smalI angles of attadk (Fig. 1). At 

high lifts it , fôiio*s curve presenting several maxima and min-

ima along hsan; the reãtest maxima bei±ig bOated near the 

wing tips;	
0	 -. 

The ressu	 iàt±ibutidnalongthé choid differs consider-

ably from on seb1on tothenëfc; While the pressure diagrams 

of the sections situabed iie±the median sèction'resenble the
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theoretical diagrams, those of the extreme sections exhibit very 

deided anomalies. On most of the odelë forming the subject 

of the LA.C.A. Technical Report No. 150, a very perceptible 

negative pressure appeared on the upper side of the wing and to-

ward the trailing edge of the outer portions, as soon as the 

utilizable angles of attack were reached. This phenomenon is 

common to rectangiflar wings of uniform section. 

The relative importance of this anomaly can be rendered 

easily appreciable in the following manner. Let us assume that 

we have determined the pressures at every point and for every 

angle o± attack of the wing under investigation. Let us then 

consider one of the halves of the wing as divided by the plane 

of symmetry, and let us determine, from the pressure diagrams, 

the center of pressure of this half for each angle of attack. 

If all the sections should behave in this way, or, which amounts 

to the same thing, if the distribution should be uniform through-

out the span, as generally assurnedin calculations, the posi-

tions of the centers of pressure for all the angles of attack 

should be in the plane of the section passing through the cen-

ter of the surface of the half-wing under investigation. More-

over, this O. p . should, according to tiie theory, travel continu-

ously toward the leading edge, when the angle of attack is in-

creasing, while tending, as we shall see, toward a point situ-

ated at about 25%o± the chord from the leading edge. 

An analysis of the experimental results referred to above
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leads to the conclusion that, contrary to the customary assump-

tion, the C.P. of the half-wing, vhen the angle of attack in-

creaes, travels simultaneously along the chord and along the 

span, up to 10% of the half-span. It appears to be proportional 

to the thickness of the section and the camber of the mean 

chord. On the other hand, at large angles of attack, when the 

angle of attack increases, the. O.P. moves toward the trailing 

edge of the wing, due to the appearance of marginal negative 

pressure. 

It isimpo'tant to note that fol' all the rectangular ings 

of uniform section described in the N.A.C.A. Technical Report 

No. 150, the beiter of pressure for the large angles of atcack 

are generally locatad beyond the center of the surface of the 

half-wing, and conversely. Hence the pressures calculated on 

the assumption of uniform distribution are frequently overesti-

mated for the ordinary angles of attack and underestimated. for 

the case of flight at the extreme forward position of the O.P. 

2.Tering winc:s of uniform section.- The anomalies noted 

for a. rectangular wing of uniform section tend to disappear in 

proportion to the diminution of the ratio m 	 eI'/eT of the 

chord at the tip to the chord at the middle, until m reaches 

a value of' about 0.5 (Fig. 2). 

1) The travel of the O.P. of the half-wing along the 

span becomes very small and the recession of the C.?. 

approaches zero at large angles of attack.
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2) The pressure distribution along the span tends to 

approach uniformity. 

When in becemes less than 0.5, the above-mentioned anoma-

lies tend to reappear but, as regards the travel along the span, 

in the direction opposite to that on a rectangular wing. 

It seems, therefore, that for a given angle of attack, the 

pressure distribution tends to become uniform along the span, 

when in reaches a value of about 0.5. 

3. Tapered wings of variable thickness along the span and 

with corners roundOd.- Three wings of this type, with an aspect 

ratio of about 6, were tested by the National Advisory Committee 

for Aeronautics, and form the subject of 1.A.C.A. Report No. 2a9. 

An examination ofthe diagrams resulting from the • tests leads 

to the conclusion that the pressure distribution along the chords 

of the different sections closely resembles that obtained in the 

median section of a rectangular wing of uniform section having 

the same profile as'thatofthe given section and the same as-

pect ratio as that of the tapered wing, the C.P. of the half-

wing varying very little laterally from the center of the cor-

responding plan form. Consequently, in the case of' a tapered 

wing with a section decreasing in relative maximum thickness 

and of trapezoidal plan form suOh that in is practically 0.5, 

everything takes place as if, for every section, the flow were 

equivalent to a plane flow.
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Let us now compare this conclusion with the theoretical 

result obtained by Prandtl, that when the distribution of the 

circulation (or lifting force per unit length) along the span 

is elliptical, the induced angle of attack is uniform for every 

section, regardless of its location. 

et us, moreover, impose the restriction that the sections 

of all the wings to 'cc investigated shall have an angular ad-

justment with respct to one another, such that their position 

of zero lift shall correspond to the same position of the wing 

with respect to the direction of the air flow. 

We may then assume that, taking into account a uniform 

induced angle of attack along the whole span, the flow over e-

ery section of an elli p tical wing and, by extension, of a trape-

oidal wing (m = O5) satisfying these conditions, may he con-

si.dered a plane flow, regardless of the angle of attack. The 

purpose of these restrictions is to extend the law of elliptical 

iiftdistribution toall angles of attack. 

On the basis of the hypotheses mentioned in the'first part 

of this article it is possible to assume in our calculations 

that, for wings satisfying the established program, everything 

takes place as if any element of the wing bounded by two neigh-

boring•planes parallel to theplane of symmetry would function 

in the same manner as he median element of a wing of constant 

section having the mean section of the element in question and 

the aspect ratio of the wing under investigation:.
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The immediate consequences of our manner of varying the 

wing section are: 

1) To simplifythe calculations; 

2) To facilitate the centering, by reason of a property 

which we shall indicate further on; 

3) Lastly, to present considerable practical interest. 

Let us suppose, in fact, that all the sections of a wing are 

somehow adjusted, with respect to one another., to the zero-lift 

position of the wing. The general resultant of the lifts will 

then be zero, though some of. the sections will have a positive 

and some a negative lift, so. that in the case of a dive at the 

speed limit, local bending stresses are superposed on torsional 

stresses, thus producing supplementary stresses in the members. 

These stresses may be quite large and. are very difficult to de 

termine. At present no allowance is made for them in any static 

test.

It does not necessarily follow from these considerations 

that the wings which satisfy our program are the only important 

ones. . It is possible that certain other wings with a different 

arrangement of the sections from that proposed may prove to be 

important if their . general. aerodynamic properties should permit 

of offsetting the increase in weight resulting from the increase 

in the local stresses undergone in flight, as compared with the 

local stresses on the proposed wings (See S.T.Aé. wing polars 

Nos. 80 and 90). It. will not be possible to arrive at any def-
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mite conclusion on this point, so long as no systematic tests 

have 'oeen made for the purpose o finding whether :1e varia-

tions may be capable of improving ti wing polar. The d-eterrcii-

natio of the local stresses will still he very difficult and 

often .uneliahl, especiall7 in th , case of diving at the speed 

1 i mit. 

Nevertheless, as regard-s the above obser . tis on diving 

flight, it seems reasonable for pursuit and racing planes (more 

often in the base of ahaipla flying ata small alue of a7),. 

to use .o;nly. wings which sa.tip±'y hs, Qve-mentioned program, 

all the mqre becau	 ;Q• t1e pc], of the vara-

tion in the	 lift would seem to 

be to increase the.	 small lifts. 

The ..tem tap.ere4 wingB,) o.,,,.	 "wings with pro-



gressive sections." will.,.. in what Pl],.QW;. cie inate wings in 

which one Orniore of. t.h chaT.actris . iC .	 m' relative 

thicknesp., OL any .oti3e . . paT 	 . puscept.ibie...o f characterizing 

section) ya'y...ina continou...an. d	 e .aiig manner from the 

p]ane. oi... symetr.y .owrd. the	 •.. 

To say that the post.i.os p. ' z.ep . .	 sections of 

a wing correspond to the same .p.osltip.n:pf this wing with respect 

to ti4e direction ..of.f1.o,. dos. :ot.:4.	 t1t the interincli-



nation of.±heecionp., as gener . 1Jy . n .Tst9.pd,.iS zero. This 

notion : of. inter inc.1inat.ion hs ..fl9 ieang 'rn the aerodynamic 

v.i.epoint,.heQaUSe...t.re eS.t0 .ay	 relation be-..:
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tween the chords of the sections and because the chord of a sec-

tion ordinarily has no ' aerodynamic significance. In particular, 

if a wing consists of sections whose relative ordinates diminish 

in the same proportion from 'the median section toward the tips, 

the interinclination of the chords may be quite large, when 

their positions of zero lift correspond to one and the same po-

sition of the wing (Fig. 4). 

II. Definitions, of Certain Characteristics of a Tapered Wing 

'Definition.- The • focus of a section is a point in the 

plane of the sectIon such'that the aerodynamic forces acting cii 

the'sectionare reduced, with respectto this point, to a force 

equal to the' lift and to a constant moment regardless of the 

angle of attack. ' The theoretical deinonstrationi of 'the existence 

of the focus is long and. difficult. Moreover, ' it is valid only 

for an infinite aspect ratio. We shall oonfiire ourselves to 

proving its existence on 'the basis ofthe results of experiments 

performed on wthgs'of finite aspeot'ratio. We shall show that 

its position practically coincides with that of the theoretical 

focus of a wing of infinite aspect ratio. 

Theorem When the curve of the °m values in terms of

Oz is comparable to a straight line, the section admits a' focus. 

• Let us consider, for example, a'	 :curve defined interms 

of ' O, as is the case in the S.T.A. diagrams. Theequation' 

for the' 0m' curve with respect to the leading edge (Fig. 5) may
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be written in the form

=	 + f(0) °z	 (i) 

where f(0) designates the slope with respect to the 	 axis 

from the straight line joining the point A, representative bf 

	

to the point B of the ordinate C on the 	 curve. 

With respect to any point P, other than the leading edge, 

on designating by x the distance from the point P to the 

leading edge arid by	 the chord of the median section, we ob-



tain

0rn =	 + (°) c z + . Cz	 (2) 

If F denotes the focus, we shall have 

Cr 1	 0m ^ f ( c ) c +	 = constant	 '(3) 

where d denotes the distance from .the focus to the leading 

edge.

Ho-ever, according to the definition of focus, Cmf is con-

stant regardless of the angle of, attack or of 0 which amounts 

to the same thing, The condition for the existence of the focus 

is then expressed by 	 ' 

c [(°) +	 = constant	 (4) 

On referring to equation'(3), we find that this constant must 

be zero, since 0m = 0m0 when O = 0, regardlessof the point 

with respect to which the moments are taken. Hence, in order 

for the focus to exist, we must have 

	

f(0) = constant = -	 •'	 (5)
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or, in other words, the 0rn curve must be comparable to a 

straight line and vice versa. 

Qonsequently, in order to determine the focus of a section 

from.experimental results, it is only necessary to draw through 

the origin (Fig. 6)' a parallel to the 0rn line and to read, at 

the point of intersectiQn of this parallel with the scale of 

the centeiof pressure, the position of the focus on the chord 

of the section. Experienca shows that the . position of the focus 

is practically independent of the aspect ratio, since the theo-

retical focus, determined on the: assumption of an infinite as-

pect ratio, is situated, with respçct to the experimental focus 

for customary aspect ratios, at a distance rarely attaining 2% 

of the chord of the section. 

Consequences of the Existence of a Focus 

The moment coefficient (with respect to the focus) of the 

aerodynamic stresses undergone by the section is constant and 

equal to 0rn• This follows directly from formula (3). 

The relative displacement of the C.P. (with respect to the 

corresponding elementary variation in lift) is proportional to 

and inversely proportional to O2. In fact, with respect 

to the focus, •we have 

-	 = constant = 

regardless of the ang1 of attack. Nevertheless, at the angle 

of attack corresponding to O, if X denotes the distance be-
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tween the C.P. and the focus, we have 

0m constant 
=	 = 

LiZ 

whence

dX	 0m 

dO -	 - -	 * 

d. Oz 

If 0m0 = a (symmetrical profile, for example), the resultant 

	

always passes tiirouh the focus. 	 - 

Fcusof- . g.- Lct.us consider a-wing which satisfies 

the restridtions we-have- imp&s'ed and. trace-on its plan form 

(Fig. 7) the locus of the foci f;'the sections taken separately. 

The forces acting 'on sJ element' of width dx in the direction 

of the span and.. of chord y are reduced, with respect to the 

focus f of th mea-ection, t a. single force F equal to 

the lift of the element considered and to a constant moment, 

regardless of the angle of attack, aàcording to 'the definitio±i 

of the focus'. Still, if w combine -geome.triOally all he elemen-

tary force r 'applied to- each- of the elementary foci f for a 

given angle of attack, we shall -ob-t'aiif resultant R, applied 

at a point G -locaed.in the pIane.of .smmetry of.,the wing and 

having the magnitude of the total lift of the wing. Each of 

the elementary forces F being proportional to the 'angle of at-

tack measured from the position of zero lift, which is assumed 

to 'be the saLle for all the sections, the position of G is
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therefore fixed regardless of the angle of attack By analogy 

with the definition of the focus of a section, we shall call the 

point G the focus of the wing. All that has been said regard-

ing the focus of a section is applicable to the focus of a wing. 

Consequently, we have the following definition. 

The focus of a wing is a poInt in the plane of symmetry of 

the wing where the aerodynamic pressures acting on the wi1g are 

reduced, with respect to this point, to a force equal to the 

total lift of the wing at the given angle of attack and to a 

constant moraent, regardless of the angle of attack.. Hence the 

sum of all the forces acting on the wing, with respect to the 

focus G, will be equivalent to: 

1) A force R, thegeometricreultant° of the el:ementary 

lifts On each section, or 

•	 .;	 ••	 b	 •2.	 ..• 
R = 2 J 0 z y	 dx (tta1 lift)2g.. 

bt • dbnoing the half-span. 

2) Amomeit M0 , whibh is constant regardless of the 

angleof attadkand equal to the resultant of the elementary 

mOments for the different sections, or 
•	

•	 b	 v2 = 2 f °rn0 y 2 .- dx (total moment) 
0	 •	 : 

The 'mean elativ.e' thickness 'of. a tapered wing is the quan-

cydx 
tit..	

Em = I	 S
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the symbol I being extended to the whole span and c denoting 
the relative thickness of the section situated at the distance 

x from the plane of syriimetry. 

The resultant coefficient 0 for a wing of infinite span 

can be put in the form

o	 =Ksini, 

where ± denotes the ang]e of attack and K a particular con-

stant for the wing - being, moreover, a practically linear func-

tion of the maximum. relative thickness. Since the practically 

utilizable angles of attack are small, we can write 

02cø	 IC i, 

I being expressed in radians. 

On the other hand, it is known th 

a wing of finite span bears a constant 

ing O of a wing of infinite span at 

this constant ra.:Lo k depending only 

the wing section. Hence, for a finite 

write
= K i k.

t the value of	 for 

ratio to the correspond-

the same angle of attack, 

on the aspect ratio and 

aspect ratio, we can 

The resultant	 of a tapered wing will then have the value 

K y dx 
OzikJ	

S	
(6) 

which can be written in the form

(s')
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The value of the resultant O for a tapered wing, such 

as we have defined, is always less, for a given angle measured 

from the position of zero lift, than the value of the same coef-

ficient for a reotangilar wing of uniform section having the 

profile of the tapered wing with the mean maximum relative thick-

ness and the aspect ratio of the tapered wing. 

III. Determination of Wings Satisfying a Given 

Linear Relation °rn = f(0) 

When the curve 0m = f(Cz) is a straight line, it is corn-

pletely determined by its slope with respect to one o± the co-

ordinate axes and one of its points. In other words, we know 

the straight line representing the 0m of a tapered wing satis-

fying the stipulated conditions, when we know how to deternine 

the value of its total C- 	 and its focus G. 
10 

1. Determination 0±' the total C for a tapered wins.- In 

aerodynamic laboratories it is customary to express the results 

of the measurements of pitching or torsional moments by using 

the nondimensional coefficient °m as determined from the well-

known formula

MCmS1
	

(a) 

M being the moment measured in the *ind tunnel; 5, the wing 

area; 1, a characteristic dimension of the wing, generally 

taken in the plane of symmetry (uniform chord for a rectangular
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wing, chord of median section for a wing of any plan form); 

a, specific weight of air under the conditions of the experiment; 

V, velocity of air stream; g, acceleration -due to gravity. 

At the position of zero lift 

.!oOm0 Si.	 (1) 

Inthe particulai case of arectanglar wing of uniform 

section, 1 being constant throughout the span, the value of 

as determined in the laboratory with the aid of formula 

(b), must be identical with that of th same coefficient as de-

terinined by calculation from the seôtion or by any other method. 

This method has been sudcessfully.employed in various laborato-

ries, the experimental results seeming to be in good accord 

with theoretical hypotheses, when the camber of the section is 

not over 5% of the chord. 

Under these coiditions it is possible to calculate the tor-

sional moment at the position of zero lift fo a wing with 

chord and section varying progressively along the span, knowing 

its plan form and theoretical charactèristics as calculated for 

each section. ifl fact, since the value of is independent 

of the aspect ratio, we can applythe formula (b) .to any ele-

ment of this wing bounded by two neighboring planes parallel to 

the plane of symmetry of the wing. A summatip, throughout the 

span, of the torsional moments undergone by each element will 

enable us to determine the total torsional moment and conse-
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quently the total	 •. or wing 'e.sultant for any chord, the

chord of rthemean .sep•tion.eing generalJy . used....': •' : 

General case.- -The elementary. mont 'at 	 ":ange of zero 

lift, due toa rectangular surface' element.	 dX and

chord y, determined as iñ'dicatedabove,ias, by reason of for-

mula (b) and the previously adopted hypotheses, the value 

d. 1k'- aV2 a	 2	
•''' 

oj m0 Y	 ,'	 . 

O	 being the moment coe.ffic .ient.of the..sec;tioti, ai.:uated• : in •th 

plane . XX. parallel to. .he. plai.e of syrmietry. :, Since the, formu-:', 

ls for the variation .o	 and Y along the span are 

=	 F(x)...........	 . ...'.	 ...... 

fornula (7) can be expressed ia tne form 

d	 aV2	 C)]2:.4.. -	
'.. ':;	 ( 7') 

X' beii the value of xfor th section ' XX. T' 	 tór-

sional moment in the section XX ' is determined by thëfo±niüla' 

rra	 j	 .	 .	 . ..	 .-	 , 
= -	 —. f f(x)(x)] 2 dx,	 (e) 

X..	 2g 

the integral being 'extended to the portion of the wing included'' 

between its. tip and the section ' XX..' Th torsional moment in 

the median section is expressed' by	 '	 . ':	 •..	 . .: 

aV 2	 b'	 ..	 ' ,.' ' ...... 
Moyy	 f F(x)	 .	 . '	 . 

which may be' sinlified to:.: .........:,	 ::	 ..'::	 :',	 .	 ' .	 .'.
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rr 2 
lJIoyy =	 S 1,	 (9') 

K tI designating a coefficient peculiar to the wing under comsid-

eration and a function of the values of C	 for each section 

(particularly in the plane of symmetry and at the wing tip), a 

function resulting from the law of progressive variation adopt-

ed. for 0 rn0 along the span, and L designating in general the 

chord o-J -bhe median section. It is obvious that the value cal-

culated. for KtI must correspond to the value of the total Cr 

as determined in the laboratory. 

Ve give below the results of this calculation in certain 

inrportant cases which we will examine more closely further on. 

N o t a t. i o n 

0, 0m0 of the median section; 

a, C	 of the tip section; 

1., chord of median section, in the case of an elliptical 
wing or.. more generally, of a wing with progressively 
varying sections; 

,', chord of median section of a tapering ying; 

11, chord of tip section of a tapering wing; 

m = 1"! V for a tapering wing; 

n = c/C for a.tapering wing 

The following formulas apply only when the lift distribu-

tion is practically elliptical along the span or, in the case 

of a tapered wing, when the value of in differs but little
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from 0.5. The less peculiarities (sharp angles, sudden varia-

tions in the radii of curvature, etc.) there are In the plan 

form of the wing, the more accurate -these formulas are. 

1) Wing with elliptical distribution and constant 0m 

(constant or.. variable section): 

c= c, 

0 A	 r2	 TT2 
=	 2. S 0 2. = 0.850 x -'--- S C L, 
3U2g	 --

= 0.850 0 - 

•	 2) Wing with elliptical distribution and elliptical evo-

lution o	 0m0 (variable section). 

(A)	 c = o,	 - 

M = . .!- S Cl = 0.750 x	 S o 1, 
42g	 -.	 2g	 - 

K" = 0.750 0	 -	 - 

(B-)	 •	 •c,	 o, 

M[O750(0_c)c.]fjSl, 

K" = 0.750 (c -. c) + c.	 -	 - 

3) Wing with elliptical distribution and parabolic evo-

lution of 0m	 (variable-section).	 - -
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(A) c = o, 

M =	 . Ls 0.1	 0.678	 S 0 1, 

Yt =0.678 0. 

(B) c 

M = [0.678 (a - c)°+,J-!_.S i, 

K" = 0.678 (a - c) + C. 

4) Tapered wing with constant
	

(ponstant or variable 

section).:

a . = c, 

2m2+m+laV2 
3	 ri + 1 ---	

Si 

Kt' = 
2 (rui2 + in + 1) 
3(m+1)	 .. 

5) Tapered. wing with linear variation of 	 (variable 

sectibi) :
(i+3n) in2 	 (] + n)ni + (3 + n) aV2 S 0 1, s(m+1) 

- [(i + 3n) r 2 + 2 (1 + n) in + (3 + n)] -	
6(m+l) 

In order to obtain wings with linear variation of 0m' it 

is not enough to determine graphically the root section and the 

tip section, for example, and then the intervening sections by 

any rectilinear.generati.on.whatsoev.er . Thore is no reason why, 

under these conditions, the laws of variation of the aerodynamic
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characteristics should ie linear. In particular, any rectilin-

ear generation of the. intermediate sections o . tapered wing 

sometimes yields sections whose	 aze clearly superior to 

those of the two sections serving as directrices in the gener-

ating system. 

2. Position of the focusof.ataperedwing._i It follows 

from the above that the focus of .a wi,ng ..s the point of applica-

tion of the resultant of the elementary lifts applied to the 

focus of thè section involved. 

Since there is a focus in the cases under consideration, 

it will coincide with the point of application corresponding to 

any angle of incidence of the ±.ésul.tant of the 1entary lifts 

due to each surface element and applied to the eleientary focus 

of the mean section corresponding to this element. 

a) Magnitude of the.resultant.—. Let.us consider the•sur-

face element previously defined and situated. in a section: XX, 

of abscissa X Let dx denote its width along the span end y 

its chord. The wing being set at an angle i with respect to 

its position of ze±b11f, an.d. the1t coeffiólènt being pro-

portional to this angle, we can write 

C	 Kik	 (e 

K being a constant, we deduce 

d R k Lg K 1 y dx (elementary lift)
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Integration yields

+iDt 

R = k - f K I y dx = k .L1	 K y dx	 (10) 

The value of K depends on the aspect ratio of the wing and 

the shape of the elementary section, and. particulaxly on its 

relative thickness. Hence, in order to calculate the nagnitude 

of the general resultant of the lifts R for any given angle 

of attack, we must know the two functions 

K = g(x)	 and	 y =(x), 

and write definitiroly,

+b' a 
R = k.—_ if	 g(x) (x) dx	 .	 (los) 

2g —b	 .	 .	 . 

In the case of theoretically determined sections, K is ohtaiied 

directly from the tracings of the sections.	 . 

b) Point of applicatin:of resultant.— If ff is the 

locus line of the foci of the sections of a wing and FF an 

axis paasing through the ends of this line limited to the span 

then FF is necessarily parallel to the span. Let z = 

the analytical expression for the curve f with respect to 

the axes FF and YY. If D is the distance between the wing 

focus G and thà axis FF, we shall have, according to what 

precedes,
'2	 +0? 

S.	 x R'k L.	 j . g(x)	 (x)h(x) clx, ........ 
2g	 —b'..	 .	 S 

whence	 .	 .	
. . 5
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+b' 
f	 g(x) (x) h(x) dx 

= -b'	 (ii) 
+b g(x) (x) dx. 

-bt 

Examples 

1. Tatered wing with uniform section.- The characteristic 

functions of such a wing are

(A) = constant 

(B) y = i' - (i i - i") :ç 

	

(a)	 K = constant 

	

Cm)	 z=d(1-) 

ift denoting the distance from the axis FF to the particular 

focus of the section situated in the median plane. Formula (ii) 

yields bhe following result 

D -	 m+2d 
- 3(m+l) 

For a tapered wing such that m =	 we obtain 

8 D = - 
15 

1

	

and for	 m 

we obtain	
=	 d. 

2. Wing of uniform section enabling an elliptical distribu-

tion of the chords and an ellipse for the locus line of the foci.-

The characteristic functions of this wing are:
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(A) = constant 

(B) y = 1 j 1 - 

(o)	 K = constant 

(n)	 z = d 

Formula (ii) yields the simple result 

D. = " X	 d = 0.850 X 

Three wings of this type 'of áspect 'atio 5 and section G 430, 

were tested in the Saint Cyr laboratory. ::,The calculated 'posi-

tions of the'foci'of	 pOsi-



tions derived from the t. ,st results are conipared below. 

Straight	 Straight
Symiretrical 

'.:Ieading"..edge	 leading, edge 

D' calculated,	 '% I	 21.,8	 .29.3	 36.75 

n' experimental, %	 '; ' 20.0	 27.1	 35.00 

D' here represents the 'distance between the focus of the wing 

and the leadiflg edge 'of the medin section with respect to. the 

chord of the section. 

These fies show that 

approximation of the positio': 

despite the relatively small 

and the fligh caniber of' t'he" G 

is interesting

we can obtain by calculation a close 

of the focus of a tapered wing.,. 

aspect rati of the io'd'e1s'tested 

430 'Ce'c''i'on' On the other hand:, it 

in the t'hreeaovècasés', t-he e-
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perimental focus is always about 2% of the median chord in front 

of the theoretical focus. 

3. Wing of variable section, elliptical lift distribution 

and elliptical evolution of the 0m01, enabling an ellipse 

for the locus line of the foci and for which c = 0.- In this 

case the value of the function C may vary along the span. 

However, since it varies but little, it may generally be assumed 

in the calculations that it is constant and ha the value 

b' y 
K1 =1 K dx 

being the total wing area. 

• • The characteristic functions of, this wing then become 

	

(A)	 afl=a /l_. 

	

• •()	 •	 y = 1. 

	

(C)	 K = constant	 K1, 

•	 z=d 

	

• 	 V 	 'b' 

Since the position of the focus is independent of the function 

A, the value of D is the same as in the preceding case, name-

ly,	 •, ,V

D = 0.850 d. 

Thus we see that, in, passing from the uniform distribution of 

he •Orno,tVS to the elliptical distribution along the span with-

out changing the. plan form or the distribution of the maximum
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relative thicknesses of the sectiors along the span, the position 

of a. is not changed, provided K is constant. It varies but 

little, even when K varies progresive1y. We shall see far-

ther on, that the effect of tiiis modification is to reduce the 

torsional moment at every point, provided the total value of 

0 1	 is the same in both cases. 

3. Practical siüficance_of the focus.- The moment of the 

resultant of the forces acting on a wing being constant with re-

spect to thewing focus, if we place the 0.G. of the airplane 

on the ve±ticai line' passing th±bugh the wing focus assumed to 

be in the p.sitionôf normal flight, and if we assume, moreover, 

that the momert produced by the tai'1i proportional to the an-

gle of attack, the totdl motheit 'to hich the airplane is sub-

jected will be rbportionalto the anglar 'difference 1etween 

its actual po'sitión nd its'positionin nOrmal flight. 

If we bombine all the external forces acting on the air-. 

plane with respet to the focus, and not with respect to 'the 

C.G.', 'as is comronly done, it is posible to develop, in a sirn-

pie mathematical' 'form, equations for determining the static sta 

bility of the'airplane. We may therefore conclude that the 

position of the focus deterrnine 'the method of. centering the 

wing -oii.the airplane. ':
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S u mm ar y 

1) A tapered wing corresponding to our program is charac-

terized, from the aerodynamic view-point, by four functioi-is: 

(A) .	 . C	 = F(x), 

(B) " y =	 x), 

(a)	 K = 'g(x), 

(D)	 ".	 ' z	 =	 h(x).	
,:	 .. 

2) The value of . m0 depends only on . A and B. 

3) Tie 'nthod of centering to apply to the wing (with; re-

spect to it.s median chord) depends on...B and D and to a . slight 

degree' on .0, but . np at all on A. .	 ..	 : 

Present methods of :signing wing se:ctions* enable us to 

obtain series .of sections satisfying the, functions, A and . 0 and 

fixed in .advsnoe acco,ding to the lav 'of evolution of the tor-

sional stress along. th. span, as well as the value . of.the total 

0m0 it is'de.sircd to obtain. Qnly the functions B:Sfld D re-

main to be determined, in order to obtain the best centering 

for the wing. Consequently, th investigation of the centering 

and static stability of'an airplane provided with such a wing 

can be entirely made Wit1out recourse to tests with' models.. 

4. Practical application of thse considerations to the 

design of awing.- There are two feasible cases: 

1) Determination of a wing whose plan form is not prescribed. 

The conditions of utilization of the wing generally fix 

*L t Aronautiquc, December, 1927, and January, 1928.
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the position of the.O.G. with'resect to the chord of the median 

section. By making the focus coincide with this position, we 

can deduce, by the foregoing formulas, the position of the par-

ticular focus of the median section, account being taken of the 

geometrical nature of the focus line adopted in advance for eco-

nomic reasons. 

The form of the different wing sections being defined on 

the basis of the median section and allowance made for the evo-

lution of the cUfferent characteristics, it will only be neces-

sary in order to obtain the shape of the wing to put all the 

sections in their respective places along the span (as deter-

mined by the value of x proper for each section, a value which, 

moreover, with the evolubive laws, determines the magnitude of 

their different parameters) by making the individual foci coin-

cide with the locus line of the foci and their position of zero 

lift with the zero-lift ijosition of the median section. The 

shape of the wii g is thus completely determined0 

2) Determination of a wing whose plan form is prescribed. 

Constructional considerations may sometimes influence a• 

designer to adopt a plan form whose focus ].ine cannot be repre-

sented by a simple analytical expression. The wing focus can 

then be determined either by measuring the values of x on the

	

drawing, or by ac'opting an expression of the form	
0 

z=A+Bx2+Cx4+Dx6+.... 

for the locus of the foci with respect to the axes FF and YY.
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IV. Pressure Distribution Along the Span 

In Chapter I it was shown that, if we confine ourselves to 

wings such , that (i) the pressure distribution along the span 

is practically elliptical, and (2) the positions of zero lift 

of all the constituent sections correspond to one and the same 

position of the wing with respect to the direction of flow, it 

is permissible to assume that (allowance being made for a con-

stant induced angle for all the sections) everything takes place, 

from the viewpoint of pressure distribution, as if the flow were 

uniplanar throughout the span. 

The immediate result is that: 

]) The total pressure on an eleriientaxy section of width dx, 

taken at any ..poi.nt of the span of a practically elliptical ta-

pered wing, can be represented, for a given velocity, by an ex-

pression o± the form dR K i y; 

2) The diagram of the pressures along the chord of any sec-

tion will be the same as that obtained in the mediansection of 

a rectangular wing of uniform section, like the one considered, 

and having the same aspect ratio as the tapered wing under in-

vestigation. 

On the basis 0±' these results, it is possible for us to de-

termine and compare the pressure distribution on the different 

wing types whose general characteristics were 'investigated in 

Chapter III. We shall study successively:
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1) The distribution of the bending stresses; 

2) The distribution of the torsional stresses at the posi-

tion of zero lift. 

The representative diagrams of these distributions are ob-

tamed by the application of the ' followiiig formulas: 

all 2	 X 
M

=	 k I 
f 

g(x) () CX - t) dx (flexure) 2g 

all2 X 
N0 = -	 I f(x) (x) 2 dx (torsion at zero lift). 

The principal object of this investigation being to determine 

the advantages peculiar to the different wing types, rather 

than to expound in detail the calculations involved in the a-

plication of these two formulas, we shall confine ourselves to 

presenting, in a simple form, the comparative diagrams which 

represent them. 

1. Comparative digam of the bending moments.- This dia-

gram (Fig. a) makes it possible to compare the bending moments 

in sections im1ar1y situated along the span of a rectangular 

wing and. of an elliptical wing of uniform section, having the 

same profile, the same aspect ratio and. the same area. We have 

plotted, as abscissas, the distances of the sections measured 

along the span from the plane of symmetry and, as ordinates, 

the values of

C•-
C 12

2g
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denoting the chord of the median section of the elliptical 

wing and b' the half-span common to both wings. This diagram 

is valid regardless of the angle of attack, provided ,O 	 is be-

low the value corresponding to the bending point of the 

curve in terms of the angle of attack. It shows that the adop-

tion of the elliptical plan form entails a reduction of 15% in 

the bending moment at the root, as compared with the"rectangu-

lar wing. This relative reduction increases moreover, as the 

wing tip is approached. 

If aliowaice is made for the fact that the median section 

of the elliptioa1wing is 1273 tiure that of the rectangular 

wing, it is found that the stresses in the spar flanges are re-

duced one-third. This relative reductiolT of the stresses in-

creases, moreover, as the wing tip is approached. If the rela-

tive thickness of the elliptical wing decreased toward the tip, 

the C curve would 'cc practically the same as the curve for an 

elliptical wing of constant section. 

2. Comparative diagram of the torsional moments.- We have 

compared (Fig. 9) the torsional moments along the span for the 

following wing t3rpes having the same aspect' ratio, the same area 

and the same over-all pitching moment: 

1) Rectangular wing of uniform section' (curve A; 

2) Elliptical wing of uniform section (curve B); 

3) Elliptical ing with elliptical variation of 
(curve a);, 

4) Elliptical wing with parabolic variation' of 0m 
(curve D). ,	 0
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We have plotted, as abscissas, the distances of the sections 

measured along the span from the plane of symmebry and, as ordi-

nates, the values of

'at -	 ________ TM
2g 

M being the total pitching moment of the. wing and . in the tor-

sional moment in any, section. It follows from the above, that 

the value of :the denominator is the same in all , the four cases 

investigated. , This diagram shows that the diminution of. the 

torsional moment in a tapered, wing is , due to. two. distinct. causes: 

1) Variation in the chord distribution; 

2) , Variation in the C,	 distribution; .	 ..	 .. 

It is obvious., for. exanrple, that et,a . di.stance from the. 

plane of symmetry equal to half of te half-span, the passing 

from the rectangi.ia to the elliptical form entails.a reduct.on 

of 37% of the torsional moment at this point. In passing . from 

the constant-section form to that . with a parabolic..evolution of 

O, there is a further reduction of.. 20%, rna4cinga total reduc-

tion of 57% as corftpared with the moment, of the, rQotangular wing. 

If, moreover, allowance is made.fo the fact.. that;i.n this 

section the chord is 1.1 times that of the, rectangular wing., it 

is found that the torsional fatigue undergoes a still greater 

reduction of as , much as 65 to 70 % . , Thi reduction increases to-

ward the wing tip. ,	 .	 .	 ,	 .	 .	 . 

, For the reasoas indicated in ahoter.I, curve.A gives only.
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a rough idea of the real stresses, while curvs B, C, D more 

clearly approximate the reality. 

These diagrams do not include the curves fötapered *ings, 

which closely resemble the curves for elliptical wings, when al-

lowance is made for the prescribed restrictions. 

It might be easily shown that the form of a wing could not 

be derived from an arbitrary law of evolution f or O, but 

from the law of variation of the desired torsional moment. 

The production of wings of this nature requires great pre-

ôision in tracing he profiles, eince a relatively small error 

in the value of a parameter may cause a modification in the 

shape of the profile, which though often very sltght is such a 

nature as to modify considerably the value of it C. 

Thus far we have dealt only with the determination of the 

torsional moments at the position of zero lift, thisbeingthe 

most irrportant question for the present. The Investigation of 

the torsional mo]nents for attitudes other than that of zero lift 

is much more laborious. These moments depend: 

i) On four characteristic wing functions; 

2) On the constructional system. 

This question will, moreover, be the subject of another invest!-

gation. 

It may be stated now, however, that for a wing of current 

design, with ribs and two spars, the torsional stresses atthe 

same speedare generally less than the torsional stresses in the
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position of zero lift, when 0 	 is positive, and vice versa. 

V. Experimental Verification 

Analysis of Results of Tests with Wing Model Io. 2B. 

The plan form of this wing (Fig. 10) consists of two sür-

faces with practically elliptical distribution along thbir 

chords, separated by a , central portion of uniform section. Its 

geometrical characteristics are: span, 1.2 m (3.94 ft.); median 

chord, 1 = 23 cm (9.05 ii.); maximum camber of median section,, 

20.6%; mean camber.,, 17.7%; tbt,alarea, 22.68 dm 2 (351.5 sq.inj; 

area of the two elliptical portions, 19.92 dm2 (308.8 sq.in.). 

The of its median section (Fig. 11), calculated from 

the tracing of this' section, is 5.225. This wing, after deduc-

tion of the median part.,' admits the following characteristic 

functions.:	 . 

(A)'	 '	 '	 = 

(B)	 =1 

(a) ' ' '	 '	 .= 6.28.. + 1.08 / 1 -
	 . 

(D)	 ,	 z = h(x). 

The analytical exprcssion of function D is not given. The 

plan form was deterriined on the . basis of the following conditions: 

straight leading edge; straight upper flange of iront spar; 

rounding of the wing tip, without chbnging the shape of the sec-
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tions or their relative angle of attack, in such manner that the 

aileron axis comes entirely within the wing. Moreover, this 

wing satisfies the hypotheses set forth in Chapter I. 

1. Calculation of the over-all	 In calm.lating the 

over-all moment of the wing. in the position of zo lift, we 

have the moment due to the elliptical portion 

=

	

	 X 0.750 x C X 0.1992 X 0.230, 
2g 

and the moment due to the central portion, 

M 2 = .! 0 X O.0276x 0.230, 

making the total moment 

Mt	 a (0.1992 xO.75d+ .0.0276) •.x 0.230.. 

Dividing th latter quantity by L S i, we get 

0m0 (over-all) = 4.06. 

On conrparing this figure with the result otained *ith the model 

in the wind tunnel, it is found that the discrepancy is of the 

order of magnitude of the experimental errors. 

2. Determining the position of the focus.- The locus line 

of each section was traced on he drawing of the plan form of 

the wing. The foci were determined graphically on the diagrams 

of the sections. The plan form	 the locus if of the foci 

being difficult to define analytically with sufficient precision, 

we measured the values of z at intervals of 3 cm (1.18 in.) 

throughout the span and calculated the expression
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D - E K T Z 1 X	 x = 3 cm.
KyAx ' 

The effect of the aspect ratio on the coefficient K is elimi-

nated. in this formula. We may, however, introduce directly the 

values of K fo, infinite, span, i.e., the values obtained from 

the diagrams. We thus obtain D = 58.8 mm (2.31 in.). Measur-

ing off this distance on the axis of symmetry of the plan of the 

model in full scale starting from the axis FF, the focus G 

is found to be 552 mm (2.17 in.) or at 24' of the chord from 

the leading edge. This is the figure deri:ved from the experi-

mental results by the method already indicated. In short, the 

C0 curve, as oaiculated for the wing No. 2B, practically coin-

cides with the corresponding experimental curve. 

3. Pressure distribution along the chord.— It seemed to 

be of interest to add to these results the theoretical diagrams 

of the pressure distribution along the chords of sections No. 0 

and No. 4 for angles of attack increasing by 
50 at a time, 

starting from the position of zero lift, and for infinite aspect 

ratio (Figs. 12—l3)	 According to the hypotheses adopted at the 

beginning of this investigation, these diagrams are the same 

for finite aspect ratios, excepting the angles of attack. It 

will only he necessary, however, in these systems of curves to 

modify the indication of the angle of attack for each curve, in 

order to obtain the corresponding diagrams for the.wing,No. 2B. 

These angles of attack are indicated in parentheses on each
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curve beside the angle of attack for infinite aspect ratio. In. 

Figures 12 and 13 the zero angle of attack corresponds to zero 

lift. The pressure at any point is given by the formula 

p = kx 

Hence, at the angle of attack of +7.35,' the pressure at the 

point A,	 ituated on the upper surface at 25 q0 of the chord' 

from the leading edge is 

p = .1.44 x	 = 144 kg/m2 

for a speed of 40 rn/s.	 '•	 .. 

On the basIs of the ru1ts obtained by Tbussaint and Cara-

foli, as published in L'Aérophile, April, 1927, these theoret-

ical diagrams areoiflid. to approach' the experimental diagrams 

closely enough, notably in the usual range of flying angles and 

especially •±nthe neighborhood of zero lift, to justify their 

use in drag calculations. They can therefore aid in determining 

the order of magnitude of the forces acting on the aileron and. 

their hinges at different. angles of attack. They would, e.g., 

furnish an excellent basis for calculating..these forces th 

ing flight or :j flight at maximuri speed. These diagramsoan: 

also 'be advantageously used in calculating the ribs and deter-

rnini.g theOases in which the stresses prodi,c.ed'by the st.etic 

tótsaë smaller tha those arising in actual. flight. . 

The angle of zero lift, measured from the tangentto the 

lower side of the median' prOfile has the experimental' value
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6.75°'instead of the theoretical value 6.5° derived from the 

diagram.	 . 

It is possible to calculate the value of the over-all theo-

retical 0	 for this wing. K being the proportionality con-

stant of the lift coefficient 0 	 deteri4ned from the tracing

of each profile for infinite aspect ratio, the total value of K 

for the whole wing can be obtained by the expression 

Kyx 
K T rs.	 .._. 

The numerator of this 'xprëssion i's the denominator of the pre-

viously calculated' expressioii fo 	 fl. We.thuobtain Kt = 6.96. 

This value' is smaller than the 	 ticu1ex'va1uef.'K for the

section of' maximum re'ltie:'thibckñes l7D7%, which is 7.175. 

This shows that, fof equal' mea,'±elàtiethicknëss, the slope of 

the' cuxv	 = f(i') is' ls.s,,for,a: tpered wii than for a rec-

tangular	 of cbnstan section. 

Correcting the value'of K 7 'by the Ooefficient of reduc-

tion for the aspect: ratio '6.35 of wing. 2B, we find, for an angle 

of attack of 100 '(for example)- 'aboe the position 'of zero lift 

= 6.96 x 0.688 sin i. 

or
0.83. 

On the experimental diarai we find O77, :indi'oating a, loss of 

about 7% in lift at all angles of attack. This loss occurred, 

moreover, in all the wind-tUnnel tests with models.
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4. Results of tests with model No. 1 A.- This wing has 

very nearly the same characteristics as the previously investi-

gated model No. 2 B except that 	 is constant and equal to 
-o 

5.2 throughout the whole span. The previously indicated calcu-

lations, when applied to this wing, yield the following results: 

total C , 4.55; focus at 24.7% of the chord. These values 

agree with the results of the wind-tunnel tests. 

A comparison of the polars ofthése two wings (Figs. 14 

and 15), whose median sections ar,e very nearly the same, shows 

that the assumtion of.the elliptical distribution of Cm -	 0 

slightly dminishs the maximum value of C, but increases 

the fineness at the usual flying angles and especially at small 

lifts for wings of constant C , C minimum being 1.58 for 

wing No, 1 A and 1.22 for wing No. 2 B. Moreover, the torsional 

stresses on wing No. 2 B arc less than those on No. 1 A. A de-

creasing distribution of Cm would therefore seem to be mdi-
0 

cated in the case of a pursuit plane. In Figures 14 and 15 the 

angles of attack	 e measured from the tangent to the lower side 

of the median section.

VI. Conclusions 

1. Justification of assumptions.- It is not claimed that 

the tests with these two models afford a complete justification 

of the assumptions. This would doubtless require:
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1.) The measurement of the pressures at every point and 

for every angle of attack.; 

2) The plotting of pressure diagrams along the span and 

along each section by means of the measured pressures; 

3) Verification of the agre.ement of the diagrams thus ob-

tained. with the theoretical diagrams obtained by the previously 

described method. 

Toussaint and Carafoli showed, however, that, allowing for 

the induced velocity, the diagrams obtained, for t:tie median sec-

tion of a rectangular wing of uniform section closely resemble 

the theoretical diagrams. It is probable, therefore, that this 

is true for the two wings investigated, in which case it would. 

only remain, for the intermediate sections, to verify the agree-

ment of thQ experimental diagrais with those obtained by calcu-

lation from the section diagrams. However that may be, assuming 

agroerient between the theoretical and experimental diagrams in 

the median section, the verification, in the wind tunnel, of the 

calculated results for two wings of different pressure distribu-

tion, affords a satisfactory practical justification of the as-

sumptions made and consequently of the method employed. 

2. Effect of tapering on the polar of a wing.- ThUS far we 

have considered only the centering of a tapered wing and its 

pressire distribution in diving flight. An investigation of 

the effect of tapering a wing on its Dolar would now be oppor-

tune. Such an investigation, however, would also require a
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series of systematic tests, which have not yet been undertaken. 

However, as regards the wings satisfying our program, we have 

already obtained a few results. 

For wings of constant section and like aspect ratio, th 

maximum	 increases and	 decreases at every angl.e of at-

tack in passing successively from a rectangular to a trapezoidal 

and then to an elliptical wing. This is, moreover, in agreement 

with the induced drag calculated for these wing types. 

Wings progressively decreasthg in relative thickness from 

the plane of symmetry toward the tip generally have maximum 

O a ts slightly below those of wings of uniform section having 

the same aspect ratio and plan form and .a relative thickness 

equal to the mean relative thickness of the tapered wing. The 

fineness of the tapered wing, however, is nearly always superior, 

at the usual values of O, to the fineness of the corresponding 

i'ectangular wing. 

Tapered. wings generally exhibit the following peculiarity. 

The flow about them .s stable, even at high lifts approaching 

the maximum C. The polr of a suitably tapered wing rn.rely 

exhibits sudden lift variations in the neighborhood of maximum 

0	 s often happens in the polars of rectangular wings. 

The polars of the two tapered wings under discussion show 

that, despite their considerable mean relative thickness, their 

fineii.êss is equal, for the usual lifts, and superior, for large 

and small lifts, to that of the best rectangular wings of con-
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stant section and normal relative thickness possessing the same 

aspect ratio as the taered wings under consideration. 

In short, I think we have justified the proposed method for 

calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of wings with pro-

gressively varying sections under the specified conditions. If 

the complex questions raised by the analysis of the local stres-

ses on a tapered wing have not yet been solved, I trust that I 

have at least demonstrated the importance of the investigation 

of wings with progressively varying sections, notwithstanding 

their apparent aerodynamic equivalence, with wings of current 

types. 

Static tests, as now made, implicitly assume that °r•i	 is -0 
constant throughout the span. It follows that, if (as is gener-

ally admitted) the pressure distribution is assumed to be uniform, 

the distribution of the torsional stresses must be that shown on 

the diagrams for 0r	 constant. It is possible, however, to 

determine the distribution of the torsional stresses in advance 

and then to design a wing which shall realize this distribution. 

The experimental verification of the adopted hypotheses would 

perhaps then be of a nature to warrant, for tapered wiigs, the 

application of special static-test reilations for reducing the 

local stresses by the use of wings of this kind. 

Under such conditions, it is very probable that, with equal 

safety, certain forms of tapered wings, despite constructional 

difficulties, offer very apDreciable advantages over the usual 

simpler forms.
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In concluding, I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to 

Dioutenant Colonel Alayrac, Engineer in Chief of the "Service 

Technique et Indnstriel cie l T Aronautique l for his valuable 

advice and to Professor Toussaint, Director of the "Laboratoire 

Arotechnique de Ssnt-Cr," v rhose recently published works 

served as the basis of this analysis.and.to  whom I am indebted 

for ne privilege of naking thc necessar wind-tunnel tests 

Translt ion. by	 .;•: .....	 1. ............... 	 .	 .	 . 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics. .	 ..............	 ..	 :.: ...	 •.
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Figs .4, 5,6 
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